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Abstract 
Sobral, M., CABOOI is monadic over almost all categories, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 77 (1992) 207-21X. 
We give a description of the EilenberggMoore category of algebras induced by an adjunction 
F i CI : Set”“+ % and prove that, under mild conditions, ci is weakly monadic. This enables us 
to sketch another proof of the well-known fact that CABool is equivalent to Set”“. which 
justifies our title. Next, we characterize the category of algebras Top’. T being the monad 
induced in Top by the Sicrpinski space, in terms of the topology of the spaces underlying 
U-algebras, concluding that Top’ is. up to isomorphism. and so CABool is. up to equivalence, a 
reflective subcategory of Top. Finally, we show that the conclusion still holds for the skeleton of 
each category of algebras ‘Zr. whenever T is inducrd by a ?‘-object A satisfying some 
conditions. if % has no unnatural isomorphisms between any two powers of A, in the sense of V. 
Trnkova. 
Introduction 
If F : (e”“* Set has a left adjoint U, then, up to natural isomorphism, F is a 
horn-functor %(-, A) and U assigns to each set X the power AX and to each 
function f : X+ Y the unique %-morphism r/f : AY- AX such that I_‘, Uf = plc,), 
for 41 x E X9 (P,>,,~ and (PJ+~ being the corresponding projections. 
This adjunction induces a monad IL in Set and so an Eilenberg-Moore category 
of algebras SetL, i.e. an equationally presentable category of algebras. We recall 
that monadic categories over Set are exactly the cquationally presentable 
categories of algebras with free algebras (cf. [Y, Chapter 11). 
Given a category %, one may ask which categories of algebras are induced in 
Set, in the sense referred to above, by the %-objects which admit arbitrary 
powers. This question was raised in [8] for % = Top, the category of topological 
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spaces and continuous maps, and some special cases were studied there. Namely, 
it was proved that the categories of frames, of boolean algebras and of complete 
atomic boolean algebras are amongst the categories of algebras induced by 
topological spaces. In [13], an approach to this subject is given, via closure 
operators in the sense originally defined in [ll] for the category Top (for the 
general concept see [3] and [4]). W e remark that there is no known characteriza- 
tion of the categories of algebras over Set induced by topological spaces. 
We can also consider the adjunction %(-, A) { Am : Set”P+ % and raise the 
question of which categories of algebras are induced in % by %-objects, i.e. which 
categories of algebras arise as categories of type (eT, for a monad T in % whose 
functor part is T = AY(m,A), for each %-object A. 
A characterization of Top’, when A is the Sierpinski space, was given in [14] as 
well as conditions on a topological space A for Am : Set”P+ Top to be weakly 
monadic, that is, for the comparison functor @ : Set”” + Top’ to be an equiva- 
lence. We point out that Pumphin and Salbany [lo] obtained descriptions of Top’ 
for some topological spaces, including the Sierpinski space. 
The processes which associate to each %-object, A, categories of algebras over 
Set and over Ce are noticeably different: we prove here that, under very mild 
conditions on A, the categories % ’ are dually equivalent to Set, whereas different 
%-objects induce quite different categories of algebras over Set. 
Throughout this paper we will consider a %-object A with arbitrary powers, 
which is not preterminal (i.e. there exist at least two parallel morphisms in 9 with 
codomain A) and such that the set ??( 1, A) is nonempty, 1 being the terminal 
object. 
We will denote by n and &Or’ the unit and the counit of the adjunction 
F = %(--, A) { U = Am : Set”” + %, by U the monad it induces in % and by 
U’ : % ’ -+ % the forgetful functor. Since A is not preterminal, it is easy to see 
that the dual of the counit Ed : X-+ %‘(AX, A), which sends x E X to the projec- 
tion p,, is injective. That is, if x,x’ E X and x fx’, then p,, p,, : AX--, A are 
distinct morphisms. This is a trivial observation that will be important in the 
sequel. 
The completeness of Set guarantees the existence of the left adjoint to the 
comparison functor (see, e.g., [2, 3.3, Proposition 111). We will denote the 
corresponding adjunction by (M, @, (Y, fi”“) : S” -Set”“. 
The category CABool will be the category of complete atomic boolean algebras 
and morphisms preserving arbitrary joins and meets. 
1. The category V ’ 
In this section our first concern will be the question of deciding, given a 
%-object B, whether there is a U-structure on B. In other words, we will 
investigate when there exists a morphism .$ in %, such that the diagrams 
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B-A f(E. A) A 6(A’(H.“),A) 
UF ‘;$ 
-A *(/?.A) 
\I t u ’ II I E 
B A G(EJ.A) 
E 
B 
commute. So, in particular, B should be a retract of some power of A. 
Lemma 1.1. Let (B, oE%‘andf,gE%(B,A). Thenf-g wheneverf.t=p,. 
Proof. Let us assume that f.5 = p, and that g #f. Then it is clear that g.5 # pR, 
because .$ is an epimorphisrn. Since 
and 
f. 5. UFS = pg. UF5 = P,< 
we conclude that 5. lJ&yB # E.UF,$ and so that 5 is not a U-structure on B, a 
contradiction. q 
To each morphism 5 E %(Af (‘.‘), B) we assign the set S( [) = {f E 
WJ)~f4=pJ 
Proposition 1.2. Zf 5.~~ = 1 B, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (B, t) E q”. 
(ii) S( 5) is a monosoz4rce. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) G’ rven a,b E %(C, B) such that f.a = f. b for each f E S(S), let 
4 = qe.a, 6 = q,.b and u be a fixed element of %(C, A). Let {c, ( tE 
VAY(B,A)~ A)} be the source defined by: cKe = p,.ri and c,,, = pp. 6, for each 
g E %(B, A), and c, = v for the remaining indexing morphisms. We note that if 
g E S( S), then pg. li = g. a and pg. 6 = g. b. This fact and Lemma 1.1 assure us that 
the source is well-defined since f.a = f. b, for each f E S( 5). 
Let c be the unique morphism such that p,.c = cI, for all t E %(A”(‘.“), A). 
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We have that 
and 
p,.UFCc = ps,.c = csL‘ = p,.ci 
for every g E %(B, A). Hence, U&F: .c = 6 and lJF[.c = 5. Since (B, 5) E (e’, and 
the equalities 
hold, ~1 = h and so S( 5) is a monosource. 
(ii) 3 (i) Since 
f. 5. iIJFyj{ = p, . C/F;:: = p,,, = p,c = pI. UF.$ = f.5. UF.$ 
for each f E S( 5). ,$.UF)I~~ = 5. UF[. Thus, we proved that (B, 0 E %” whenever 
S( 6) is a monosource. 0 
Corollary 1.3. Given a U-algebra (B. S), S( 5) = 0 if and only if B is the terminal 
object of %. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.2, U ‘(B, 5) IS a preterminal object if S( 5) = 0. The 
assumption that %( 1, A) # 0 implies that for every object C of % the set 
%(C, U ‘(B, 5)) is noncmpty and so that B is the terminal object of %. 
Let U’(B, 5) be the terminal object of %. If f E S(S), then it is simultaneously 
a split monomorphism and an epimorphism, because B is terminal and f.5 = pr 
which is a split epimorphism, respectively. Hence, f would be an isomorphism and 
this is impossible since, by.hypothesis, A is not terminal. 0 
A monosourcc H consisting of +3-morphisms from B to A will be called a 
U-source for B if there exists a morphism 5 : A ‘(‘.A’ + B such that h.5 = p,, for 
each h E N. We remark that the morphism 5. if it exists, is uniquely determined 
by H. 
The objects and morphisms of %’ can be described in terms of U-sources. 
Theorem 1.4. For each object B of %‘, there exists a bijective correspondence 
between U-sources und B-structures on B, under which, if (B, 5) is the image of the 
T-source H, then H = S( 0. Moreover, a morphism f E %(B, B’) is a U-morphism 
from (B, 5) to (B’, 5’) if and only if g.f E S( 5) whenever g E S( 5’). 
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Proof. Let H be a U-source and 5 the corresponding morphism. Using the fact 
that H is a monosource it is easy to see that ,$.UE~~ = {.UFt (see the proof of 
Proposition 1.2) and 5.~~ = l,, i.e. that (B, <)E %“. 
By definition of 5, H is contained in S( 5). Now, we are going to prove that this 
inclusion can not be strict. If the set %‘(D, A) has at least two elements, then we 
can define two morphisms a, ,a, : D * A”(A”(B’alxA) such that phf .a, = phs.a,, for 
every h E H, and p,( .a, # p,( .a7 for some t E S( <)\H. Indeed, we can choose 
convenient sources whose elements belong to %(D, A), which, by the universal 
property of the product, induce a, and a,. 
Since, for each g E S(S) and for i = 1,2, 
g.t.UFC.a, =ps.UF[.ai =pgS.a, , 
we have 
h(<.UF<.a,)= h.(<.UF<.a,), 
for every h E H, and [.UF[.a, # 5. UFc.a2 because they have different composi- 
tions with t. Hence H would not be a monosource. Therefore, we conclude that 
H = S( .$) and so the correspondence between U-sources and U-structure maps on 
B is one to one. 
Given f~ %(B, B’) and U-algebras (B, [) and (B’, <‘), suppose that g.f E 
S( 5) whenever g E S( 5’). Then 
g.f.s = P,~ = g.<‘.UFf 
for each g E S(<‘). Since S(5’) is a monosource, f,S = 5’. UFf, that is, f is a 
U-morphism. The converse follows if we observe that each U-source S(S) on B is 
exactly the equalizer object, in Set, of the functions 
+,,(Ft)“p : %(B, A)+ %(AV(B,A! A) 
which are defined by ErR(h) = pl, and (Ft)“P(h) = h.5. Hence, S(S) is the image 
of (B, <) by the left adjoint A4 to the comparison functor @. Consequently 
S(5) = WB, 5) = @bR 5)t @(*I> 3 
where * is the one-point set and, by definition of @, @(*) = (A, Us,). It is now 
clear that %“( f, @(*)) : M(B’, <‘)+ M(B, 0, for each f : (B, [)-+(B’, <‘). 0 
Examples 1.5. (a) Let A be the two-point set (0, l} and U the corresponding 
monad in Set. There are two U-sources on A: {lA} and {t} with t(0) = 1 and 
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t(1) = 0. Hence there are exactly two U-structures on A defined by 5 = p,, and 
t.5’ = p,. 
If we consider the power 
AZ = {u. = (0, O), u, = (1, O), u, = (0, I), u3 = (1, 1)) , 
the U-sources are all pairs { fi,, f,,} , w h ere i, j and k are distinct members of the 
set (0, 1,2,3} and f,, is the characteristic function of {u;, u,}. Thus, there exist 
twelve U-structures on A’. 
(b) If A is the set (0, l} equipped with the discrete or the indiscrete topology, 
then it is clear that A and A2 have the structures we mentioned in the previous 
example, relative to the corresponding monads in Top. However, if A is the 
Sierpinski space, i.e. has (1) but not (0) as open set, there is a unique map of 
structure both on A and A’. They are associated with the U-sources {lA} and 
{fi3, fJ, respectively. 
Later on, we shall investigate this example further. 
(c) Suppose that A is the two-point group Z2. Then A has a unique U-source 
but {fi2. f,& {fr+ MY and {fi2, .M are U-sources on A’, for the monad 
induced by A in the category of groups. 
(d) Let A be the two-point chain 2 and T = 2CABoo’(-.2). Then CABool(B, 2), 
for B = A or B = A’, is the unique U-source for B. 
We shall return to this example in Section 2. 
2. The monadicity of CABool 
Given a U-algebra (B, [), we denote by e(rj,s) the equalizer of the pair 
(c FR, (F[)O’) in Set. 
We recall that the unit and counit of the comparison adjunction 
(M, @, ff, POP) : %‘- Setor’ are defined by the following conditions: (Y~~,~) is the 
unique U-morphism and pX is the unique function such that the following triangles 
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Proposition 2.1. The comparison functor CD : Set”“+ % ’ is an equivalence. 
Proof. For each (B, 5) E % ‘, CX(~,~) is a split epimorphism. This is clear if 
M(B, S) is nonempty, because e(n,5) is a split monomorphism and LY(,~,~) .[ = 
@e(,,EJ. Otherwise, ‘Y(,.~ ) is an isomorphism since B is the terminal object of %, 
by Corollary 1.3, as well as UM(B, [) = A” and U ’ reflects isomorphisms. 
If f E M(B, [), then 
where fif denotes the projection from AMCH.“) to A indexed by f. Since 5 is an 
n 
epimorphism, P~.‘Y(~,~) = f, for all f E M(B, t), and this tells us that CY~,+,~) is a 
monomorphism because M(B, [) IS a monosource. Thus, by Proposition 1.2, and 
the preceding observations, ‘Y(~,~) is an isomorphism. 
It remains to prove that /3 is also a natural isomorphism. The map cX is the 
equalizer of (cFUX, (FUs>‘)“‘), b ecause F~ is a regular monomorphism for every 
set X (see, e.g., [2, 3.3, Corollary 71). Hence, by definition of p, pX is an 
isomorphism for each set X. 0 
Remark 2.2. The equivalence between CABool and Set”” is a well-known result 
(see [5, 5.15.11 and [7, VI 4.6(a) and (b)]). It can also be proved using Proposition 
2.1, Theorem 1.4 and the fact that, if U is the monad on CABool associated with 
the two-point chain 2, every object B of CABool has exactly one U-source, 
namely CABool( B, 2). 
By Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.2, we conclude that 
is weakly monadic. So we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. The category CABool is monadic, up to equivalence, over every 
category (e which has a nonpreterminal object A with arbitrary powers and at least 
one morphism from the terminal object to A. 0 
We point out that the existence of at least one morphism l-+ A plays an 
important role in Proposition 2.1 and, consequently, in Theorem 2.3. The 
problem arises when M(B, 5) = 0. Indeed, in Proposition 2.1. if %(B, A) is also 
empty, then (Y(~.~) is an isomorphism whether q(1, A) is empty or not, but if 
q(B, A) # 0, then (Y(~.~.) is an isomorphism if and only if W( 1, A) f 0. 
3. % ’ as a reflective subcategory of % 
According to Proposition 2.1, the underlying objects of %’ are, up to iso- 
morphism, the powers of A. By Theorem 1.4, the U-morphisms f : Q(X)+ Q(Y) 
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are exactly the morphisms f : AX+ AY m % such that f= Ug for some map 
g : Y+ X in Set. 
If % = CABool and A is the two-point chain, then each %-object has a unique 
U-structure (Remark 2.2). In this case, U r : CABool’ --+ CABool is even an 
isomorphism. 
Let U be the monad induced in Top by the Sierpinski space, i.e. the space with 
two points 0 and 1, where {l} is open but (0) is not. A purely topological 
description of Top’ will allow us to prove that each topological space has at most 
one U-structure map. In this treatment, we shall make use of some definitions and 
results we recall next. 
The category Frm of frames has as objects the complete lattices L which satisfy 
the distributive law 
for each x E L and B C L. The frame maps are the maps preserving finite meets 
and arbitrary joins. 
Let 0 : Top+ Frm be the contravariant functor which assigns to a topological 
space the frame of its open subsets and to each continuous map f : X+ Y the 
frame morphism O(f) : 6(Y)-+ 6(X) defined by S(f)(V) = f-‘(V). By SpFrm 
we denote the full subcategory of Frm with objects the spatial frames, i.e. the 
frames that are isomorphic to 0(X) for some X E Top. We shall denote by Sob 
the full subcategory of Top with objects the sober spaces, a space being sober if 
each nonempty closed subset which is not the union of two proper closed subsets 
is the closure of a unique point. The functor 6 induces a dual equivalence 
between Sob and SpFrm [6, V, 4.7(ii)]. 
In a complete lattice L, we write n U y if, whenever y 5 V B, for some subset 
B of L, then x 5 b, for some b E B, and L is called supercontinuous if x = 
V { y E L 1 y Q x}, for each x E L. If, in addition, x 4 y and x a z implies that 
x 4 y A z, and e U e (e being the unit of L), then L is called stably supercontinu- 
ous. We point out that this notation and terminology was introduced in [l], where 
Banaschewski proved that the topologies of the injective T,,-spaces (in the sense 
of Scott [12]) arc, up to isomorphism, the stably supercontinuous lattices. 
From now on we shall denote by S the Sierpinski space and replace Hom(-, S) 
by its isomorphic copy 9 : Top+ Set defined by 5-X = I0’(X)l and 5f = 1 O( f)l , 
I / : Frm-+ Set being the forgetful functor. Then, the assertion (B, 5) E Top” is 
equivalent to the commutativity of the diagrams 
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where ns(b) = (sV) such that sV = 1 if and only if b E V; UE~$[(S~)] = (sI/) and 
%y,.$[(s,)] = (s\), with S; = s,;~(,) and S; = s,~I~,), for each V E FB and Q E 
F(S.7-B). 
We note also that 
M(B, S) = {V 1 V E FIB and t-‘(V) = p,‘(l)} 
for each U-algebra (B, t). 
For easy reference we choose the following terminology: A subbase Y for the 
topology of a space is called an L-subbase if 
(L,) V Cl V, for each V E 9’. 
(L2) If V, fl V, C V and V, ,V2 ,V E Y, then V, = V or V, = V. 
If & is a full subcategory of Top, then the L-subcategory of & will be the 
category whose objects are the d-objects X that have an L-subbase L(X) and 
morphisms are the &-morphisms f : X+ Y satisfying the condition 
(L3) f-‘(V) E L(X) whenever V E L(Y). 
Lemma 3.1. A topological space has at most one L-subbase. 
Proof. By (L,) and the definition of subbase, each element of one of the subbases 
is the intersection of a finite subset of the other one. Now the conclusion follows 
from (L?). q 
As an example, it is easy to show that the L-subcategory of Top, consists 
exactly of the one-point space. 
We shall deal with the L-subcategory of the category Inj-T,, of injective 
T,,-spaces. We note that, in view of the fact that the injective T,,-spaces are 
exactly the retracts of powers of S [12, 1.61, underlying spaces of U-algebras 
belong to Inj-T,,. 
Theorem 3.2. The category Top’ is, up to isomorphisrn, the L-subcategory of 
Inj-T,,. 
Proof. If (B, 5) ETopT, then (Y(~,~) : B-, cyw6) is a T-isomorphism such that 
n pv 0 ‘Y(~,<) = xv, for each V E M( B, t), where xv : B+ S denotes the characteris- 
tic function of V (see the proof of Proposition 2.1). Hence (Y~~,~) induces a 
bijection between M(B, S) and the subbase 
for the topology of S”(H.S). As Y satisfies (L,) and (Lz), M(B, 5) is the 
L-subbase for FIB. 
Let (B, 5,) and (B, &) be U-algebras. Then M(B, 5,) = M(B, &) is the 
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L-subbase for .TB and [L’(V) = f_‘(V) =p,‘(l), for each element V of this 
subbase. Since frame maps preserve finite meets and arbitrary joins, we conclude 
that O( 5,) = fi( [?) and so that 5, = [,, because 5, ,t2 E Inj-T,, C Sob. 
Expressing the characterization of U-morphisms, given in Theorem 1.4, in 
terms of the functor Y, we obtain (L3). Therefore, (L3) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a continuous map between spaces underlying T-algebras to 
be a morphism in TopU. 
The proof will be concluded when we show that every object of the L- 
subcategory of Inj-T,, has a U-structure map. Let L(B) be the L-subbase for 9B, 
with B E Inj-T,,. We define g : .TB--+ .T(SrH) by 
where { 9, 1 i E I} is the set of all finite subsets of L(B) whose intersection is 
contained in W. Then g is a frame map. To prove this, we fist observe that, since 
TB is stably supercontinuous. n B 4 n 3, for each finite subset 9 of L(B). 
Then, since 0 Q0 does not hold, it follows that g(0) = 0. It is easy to verify that 
g(B) = S”” and g(Wn W’)=g(W)ng(W’), for W,W’E.TB. It remains to 
prove that, for each 9 C .TB, g( U 9) = U{ g(D) 1 D E 9}. The nontrivial inclu- 
sion holds because n 4 U W whenever n 4 C W E .TB. Thus, g is a frame map, 
as we claimed. Since g E SpFrm, there is a unique morphism 5 : ST’+ B in Sob 
such that G( 5) = g. 
By (L3), g(V) =pi’(l) if VE L(B). Hence, for each VE L(B), 
[w.r7,3)i(v) = d[C(v)I =77Ad(ljl= v 
and 
The argument given above about frame maps and the equivalence between Sob 
and SpFrm are used again to conclude that [.nR = 1, and <.UF:~$ = e.U.Y.$, i.e. 
that (B, [) ETopJ. 0 
Combining Theorem 3.2 with Proposition 2.1 we have shown that a topological 
space is isomorphic to some power of S if and only if it admits an L-subbase. 
By Examples 1.5, powers of A can have more than one U-structure. However, 
in the examples given there, any two such algebras are isomorphic. Then, the 
question arises as to whether the U-algebras, for the monad U induced in % by a 
g-object A, are essentially the algebras Q(X) = (AX, UE~~), for some set X. 
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In a category, an isomorphisrn between two powers of a nonterminal object, 
indexed by sets of different cardinalities, is called an unnatural isomorphism (see 
[l-m. 
Proposition 3.3. A skeleton of % ’ is, up to isomorphism, a reflective subcategory 
of % if and only if there exists no unnatural isomorphism between any two powers 
ofA. 
Proof. If (B, [) and (B, 0) are U-algebras, then U ‘a(,,.,).U raTB15) is an iso- 
morphism in % from AMCB3’) to AMCB3@! The nonexistence of unnatural isomor- 
phisms of powers of A implies that there is a bijection between M(B, S) and 
M(B, 0) and so that (B, 5) and (B, 0) are isomorphic U-algebras. Hence, a 
skeleton of %’ is, up to isomorphism, a reflective (and in general not full) 
subcategory of %. 
Conversely, if U’ restricted to a skeleton of % ’ is injective on objects, then, 
for any object of %, two U-sources have the same cardinality. Then, the 
conclusion follows if we observe that, for each set X, the set of projections of the 
power AX is exactly the U-source which corresponds to Q(X). 0 
This proposition and the identification of Ce r with CABool tell us that each 
nonpreterminal object A of a category %‘, admitting a morphism l-+ A, arbitrary 
powers of A and no unnatural isomorphism between any two such powers, lives in 
a reflective subcategory of %, with a monadic (although in general not full) 
embedding, which is equivalent to the category of complete atomic boolean 
algebras. 
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